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The Government can achieve high productiv
ity in processing its vendor bills for payment
but does not, primarily because most pay
ment centers are 0'1: concerned about how or
why producu",i ty should be measured.

Productivity should bJ a prime concern of"
Governml,mt managers at all levels. Their
lack of concern for productivity improve
ments and measurement in the payment
process is lar~Jely iI result of the lack ot in<.:en
lives and the IJresence of strong disincentives
tn improve prorluctivlty.
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lions in labor Lusts hy developing measures of
productIvity and Implementing identified
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To the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the HGuse of Representatives

This report describes how improving the productivity
of Federal payment centers could save millions of dollars.
We found that productivity rates in the vendor bill payment
function vary by about 600 percent. We also found that a
lack of emphasis on productivity and measurement systems is
the primary cause of low productivity among most of the pay
ment centers stud .ed. We identified millions of dollars of
savings in labor ~osts that could be achieved among paymenc
centers by developing measures of productivity and implement
ing identified improvement techniques.

This review was made as a part of our ongoing program
for identifying potential productivity improvements in govern
mental functions.

We are sending copies of this report to the Director,
Office of Management and Budget; the Director, Office of
Personnel Management; the Chairmen, Senate and House Com
mittees on Appropriations; and the heads of all departments
and agen-:ies.



COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS

DIG EST

IMPROVING THE PRODUCTIVITY
OF FEDERAL PAYMENT CENTERS
COULD SAVE MILLIONS

Inefficiencies in processing payments to
vendors for goods and services is costing
the Federal Government millions annually.

Productivity rates achieved by r~deral pay
ment centers in processing the necessary paper
werk to pay bills for goods and services or
dered from commercial firms varied by as much
as 600 percent among 22 representative pay
ment centers GAO examin~d. The rate ranged
from a low of 3 documents per staff-hour to a
high of 18 documents per staff-hour. From its
study of various processing centers, GAO be
lieves that payment centers should be able to
process a minimum of 11 documents per staff
hour. Higher per-hour processing rates are
possible with automation and the consolidation
of small centers.

Although the bill-payment function is a
readily measurable, repetitive process, most
payment centers GAO examined did not have
productivity measures. Thus, GAO had to co~

struct many of the measures on which the per
formance data presented in its report is based.

REASONS FOR VARIANCE IN PRODUCTIVITY

GAO determined three primary reasons for
the large variance in processing rates.

--The degree of management concern for, and
use of, efficiency measures.

--The volume of workload processed by the
centers.

--The degree to which automation or improved
processes and procedures were used in the
payment process.

Ttlar ShtH!t. Upon r~,"ov<ll. thl! fl~pofl

CO;C~ dati! should he nl)h~ mlrOOIl. i
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MANAGEMENT CONCERN FOR PRODUCTIVITY

The manag~rs at payment centers with high
productivity sho~~d a high degree of con
cern about productivity and had reasonably
good systems de~igned to identify Expected
performance and measure against it. Man
agers at centers with low productivity, on
the other hand, had little or no measurement
or made little use of measures that existed
and expressed little concern about productiv
ity. They expressed a greater concern for
effectiveness (for example, paying bills on
time). Some equated effectiveness with pro
ductivity. Others felt the two were in oppo
sition. In contrast to the contention that
productivity conflicts with effectiveness,
GAO found that one center with high produc
tivity was just as timely in paying bills as
one center with very low productivity.

According to payment center managers, the
major cause of low productivity was the dis
incentive to them to be efficient. These
disincentives, which were identified in pre
vious GAO reports, include

--across-the-board budget cuts, which en
courage managers to keep staff above
minimum levels in order to absorb the
cuts and still perform the work;

--tying grade levels to number of staff
supervised: and

--inability of managers to discipline
employees who do not perform.

PRODUCTIVITY RELATED TO VOLUME

One nonprocedural factor that affects produc
tivity is workload volume. Payment centers
with a large workload normally achieved higher
productivity rates than centers with low vol
umes. High volume allows economies of scale
and assembly-line techniques to be used. This
suggests that agencies presently operating
many small payment centers should consider
consolidating them to improve productivity.
Centers annually processing under 25,000 pay
ments are prime candidates.
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PRODUCTI V1"y RELA'rE:D TO
PROCESS~-PROCEDURAL IMPROVEMENT

The use of more efficient processes and pro
cedures, such as statistical sampling and
auto!r.uc .. ,..1!1, was, in part, responsible for
higher processing rates at some of the cen
ters. For example, the center with the
highest processing rate has a fully auto
mated approach to aUditing the payment
transaction !J,,,fore payment. GAO noted two
instances of payment centers within the
same agencies where one center used statis
tical sampling for auditing transactions
and the other did not. In beth instances,
thE' center which used sampling had a proc
essing rate almost double its counterpart.

Just as automation and statistical sampling
contribute to high productivity rates, du
plication of effort, problems in timely sub
mission of receiving reports, and limited
sharing of knowledge on processing rates and
methods used to improve efficiency contri
bute to the low processing rates. Untimely
submission of reports showing that the
goods have been received by the Government
was an almost universal problem and a major
contributor to inefficiency as well as to
untimely payment. This problem was identi
fied in a previous GAO report (FGMSD-78-l6,
Feb. 28, 1978).

The recently enacted Civil Service Reform
Act of 1978, which relates pay to perform
ance, should help make managers more acutely
aware of the need for emphasizing productiv
ity. However, GAO does not feel that the act
alone will result in a significant increase
in productivity measurement and the use of
productivity data by GOvernment managers. The
new Office of Personnel Management will need
to take an active role in supporting produc
tivity measurement, and a special effort to
measure cemman government functions, such as
payment centers, should be undertaken. By
exchanging ideas, methods, tools, and tech
niques, productivity improvements within a
single agency can result in similar improve
ments in numerous agencies.
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RECONNE:NDATlON TO THE OFFICE
OF PERSONNEL MANAGE~lENT

The Director, Office of Personnel Management
(OPM), in fulfilling his new responsibility
for managing the Federal productivity progra,n
and fostering productivity improvement, should
establish a mechanism for exchang.i.ng data .
between repres~ntatives of common tunctions
such as payment centers so that productivity
improvement idea s can be shared. For paymen t
centers and related financial management func
tions, the Joint Financial Management Improve
ment Program has a role which OPM should con
sider drawing upon.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO DEPARTMENTS
AND AGENCIES

The heads of individual deparonents and
agencies should develop systematic measures
of productivity covering their payment cen
ters. In addition, these departments and
agencies should carefu lly examine the fol
lowing potential areas of productivity im
provement for possible implementation.

--Eliminate or consolidate payment centers
which, due to low volume, cannot be made
efficient. When agency total volume is
small, agencies should consider obtaining
payment center services through a larger
agency.

--Use alternatives to receiving reports such
as fast-pay procedures, where possible.
Hold receiving activities accountable bY
accumulating accurate data on untimely sub
mission of receiving reports (i.e., lost
discou~ts and administrative costs) cnd take
appropriate action to permit timely submis
sion where indicated.

--Analyze the processes and procedures used
in examining payment transactions to iden
tify and eliminate unnecessary or redundant
steps.

--Use statistical sampling techniques in
auditing payment transactions in accord
wi th GAO requirements.
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--Initiate periodic exchange of information
on methods and procedures between payment
centers that are within the same agency
and with other agencies. (See p. 19.)

Recommendation to the Joint Financial
Management Improvement Program

GAO recommends that the Executive Director,
Joint Financial Management Improvement
Program, request that agencies report the
progress made in measuring and :mproving
productivity within their payment centers
as part of the agency's annual financial
management improvement report.

AGENCY COMMENTS

The findings at each agency visited were dis
cussed with payment center managers. Their
comments were incorporated where appropriate.
Overall findings were discussed with the Office
of Management and Budget and the Office of
Personnel Management. The Office of Personnel
Management agreed that action should be taken
to develop payment center productivity meas
ures, and it plans to begin such an effort.

v
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CIIAP'l'EI< 1

INTROlJUCTION

Each year, federal ayencies pu~chase several billion
dollars of goodS and services from commercial companies. 1'0
pay the bills for the"e goods and services, each a<Jency has
set up on"e o-c more specializetJ organizations called payment
centers. Several thousand persons are employed in over 1,100
paym"nt centers costin') abOut $200 million annually. Accord
ingly, the productivity of the bill··paying process is impor
tant" and increaseS in it could result in sizable savings.

PUR~OSE Of REVIEW

Previous studies of federal Government productivity by
th" Office of Management and Budget, Civil Service Commission,
and General Accounting Office task ~orce. and later by the
Joint Financial Management Improvement Pro')ram. found that
one of the best vehicles for improving productivity was the
exchange of information and ideas betwee-n common Government
functions or comparisons of productivity between Government
and industry for specific common functions.

This review was designed to stUdy the systems and pro
cedures employed in one specific common function--individual
payment centees. We wanted to identify the more efficlent
payment centers and assess whether their structural or pro
cedu>:a 1 efficiencies cou ld be adopted Governmen t-wide., Also,
we hoped that by reporting On the potential productivity im
provemen,ts possi ble in one common Gover-nmen t function, we
could demonstrate the need for ')reater emphasis on productiv
ity measurement and the interchange of good ideas in other
common Government functions.

THE PAYMENT PROCESS

The pd.mary function of a federal payment center is to
deteLmine that payment is proper. While payment centers are
a common function Government-wide. they follow no standard
or prescribed organization. A few, such as the Department
of Agriculture and Veterans Aaministration. have national
centers; others, such as Lhe General Services Administration
and Environmental Protection Agency, have regional centers.
Sti 11 others have payment centers at near ly every insta 11a
ticn. Some agencies have automated payment systems while oth
ers have manual or partially manual systems. i1ilitary centers
issue their own checks while civil agency checks are issued
by the 'rreasury Department.
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Even though the organization of payment centers is not
standard, the centers are similar with respect to the process
flow and procedures employed in paying bills. This basic
process includes:

--Assembling the necessary documents 1/ and preparing a
payment voucher. With some exceptions, the documents
consist of an invoice from the vendor/contractor, a
contract or purchase order from the Federal procurement
activity, and a receiving report from the Federal re
ceiving activity.

--AUditing the payment document to ensure propriety and
accuracy. Pirst, any terms, regulations, and agree
ments are checked for compliance. Then, th·e documents
are compared to verify that (1) what is billed was re
ceived, (2) the invoice cost is correct, (3) any
freight charges and discounts are properly computed,
(4) the voucher is mathematically sound, and (5) auth
orizing signatures are present.

--Preparing a list of checks to be paid. The vendor's
name and address and the amount to be paid are listed
on a Standard Form 1166 (Schedule of Disbursements).
for civil agencies, this document goes to the closest
Treasury disbursing branch where checks are prepared
and mailed; military payment centers issue their own
checks.

--Certi fying the vouchers' accuracy. Each payment center
has authorized certifying officers who must sign all
outgoing vouchers. If the Standard Form 1166 is used,
the schedule itself instead of each individual voucher
entry is certified. Some certifying officers conduct
a postaudit before signing off on payment schedules.

Overall, the payment center operation is only part of a
larger financial cycle which begins when the procurement
activity issues a purchase order and ends with the Government
accounting for payment to a vendor. The process includes
receipt of the goods or services by the requisitioning activ
ity. The payment center's responsibility lies in the middle
of the cycle as it reviews and audits the required documents
for propriety.

l/More and more in the advanced systems.
_. selves may not be sent to the Center.

mation is transmitted by computer.

2
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Reviewing documents assures that payment was proper from
the documentation standpoint. However, that review alone
does not assure that products or services being paid for have
been received or were needed. Internal control of the pay
ment process--in the sense of assuring that goods and serv
ices are neede~, procured, and received--is only as good as
the internal controls placed on the procuring and receiving
activi ties.

LEGAL PROVISION~ GOVERNING PAYMENT

The basic sta tu tory prev i sions govern ing Federa 1 pay
ments (31 U.S.C. 529) were e"tablished in 1923. They pro
vide that payment shall not exceed the value of the service
rendered or of the articles delivered before such payment.

More recent legislation, passed in 1948 and 1949 (20
U.S.C. 2307 and 41 U.S.C. 255, respectively) and amended in
1958, authorized advance, par.tia 1, progress, or other types
of payment. This payment would be made under contracts for
property or services, provided the contractor gave adequate
security and the head of the contracting agency determined
that advance payment was in the public interest.

Basic policies and document requirements for making pay
ment are contained in (1) the Defense Acquisition Regulation,
applicable to the military ser"ices and published by the De
fense Department and (2) the Federal Procurement Regulation,
applicable to civil agencies and published by the General
Services Administration. Individual agency regulations are
based on the Comptroller General's guidance and on either
the Defense Acquisition Regulations or the Federal Procure
ment Regulations.

Since 1976, the Office of Federal Procurement Policy,
in the Office of Management and Budget, has been responsible
for the administrative review of all Federal procurement
policies. Both Defense and General Services are required
to act on procurement recommendations issued by the Office
of Federal Procurement Policy.

SCOPE OF REVIEW

I,e examined the operation of 22 Federal Government pay
ment centers; they represented a cross section of the more
than 1,100 centers. Our sample included both large and small
payment centers and represented most of the major agencies.
We tried to obtain maximum coverage of agency payment centers
with various organizational alignments, payment volumes, de
grees of automation, and differing processes. A list of the
sites visited is contained in appendix I.
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CHAPTER 2----
MANAGEMENT 1MPROVEMENTS COULD

SAVE MILLIONS ANNUALLY

Productivity rates achieved by the agency payment centers
we reviewed vary by as much as 600 percent. Individual agency
centers process the necessary paperwork to pay bills at a
minimum rate of less than 3 documents per staff-hour to a
high of nearly 18 documents per staff-hour.

We believe that with current t'esources, all centers could
readi ly achieve a processing rate of 11 documents per staff
hour--the standard or "should take" rate. By reaching that
rate, the agencies in our sample could save about $750,000.
(See app. 11.) Based on this finding, it is reasonable to
assume that millions of dollars co.uld be saved of the current
estimated ~200 million total payment center labor cost.

PRODUCTIVITY LEVELS OF PAYMENT
CENTERS VARY WIDELY

Payment centers should try to achieve maximum productiv
ity in paying bills, while assuring that the bill is valid
and the amount paid is correct. Most Federal payment centers
maintain a similar bill-paying process. However, the pro
ductivity of the 22 centers visited varied by 600 percent.
The following schedule shows that the processing rates (pay
ment documents processed per staff-hour) vary from only about
3 documents to near ly 18 documents per staff-hour. (Most of
the centers did not measure productivity so we had to develop'
productivity measures.)

Center reviewed

Fleet Accounting and
Disbursement Center.

Paymen t center

'Atlantic

Documents per
staff-hour

(a)

a/The processing rate for this center computes to 25.2
- documents per hour. However, since the payment documents

are matched at the receiving activities, the processing
rate at the center is overstated. While we were not able
to factor the matching process into their rate, we firmly
believe that with proper adjustment their rate would remain
in the top three.
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Center reviewed--- Payment center
Documents per
staff-hour

North Carolina 8.5
Department of the

Interior - III 8.2
Yorktown, Va. 7.0
Fort MacPherson, Va. 6.5

Portsmouth, Va. 6.4
Fort Eustis, Va. 5.6

Region - III 5.?

Region - IV 5.3

Region - IV 5.1

Washington, D.C. 5.0

DPSC 4.4
Langley, Va. 4.3

Langley, Va. 3.2
Norfolk, Va. 3.1

Region - III 2.7

National Pinance Center

Veterans Administration

Social Security Adminis
tration

Defense General Supply
Center

General Services
Administration

Internal Revenue Service
Environmental Protection

Agency
Department of the Interior

(National Park Service)
Naval Weapons Station
u.S. Army
Pifth Coast Guard

District
U.S. Army
Department of Housing

and Urban Development
Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare
Environmental Protection

Agency
National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Admin
istration

Defense Personnel
Support Center

Langley Air Porce Base
National Aeronautic

and Space Administration
Corps of Engineers
Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare

Department of
Agriculture

Data Processing
Center

Social Security Ad
ministration

Defense General Supply
Center

Region - III

Reg ion - IV

17.9

17.5

10.1
10.1

9.7

9.1

Large centers are the most efficient. Their large vol
ume of documents allows for economies of scale: they are more
automated than smaller centers: and their managers tend to
be concerned with productivity measurement and improvement.

LARGE SAVINGS ARE ACHIEVABLE

To demonstrate the potential magnitude of savings, we
studied one of the smaller, less efficient payment centers
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indepth. We developed a standard or "should take" time to
pr.ocess a payment ·which, for this SIlIaller center, was 11
documents per staff-hour. Using an average labor cost of
$5.22 per hour for a voucher examiner in fiscal 1978, this
computes to a per-document-processing cost of $0.47.

By comparison, one of the larger, more efficient centers
processed documents at a standard expected rate of 21 per
staff-hour, which computes to $0.29 per document. This stand
ard was developed qy a special agency team using existing
work measurement data. The least efficient center we visited
processed 2.7 documents per hour (see app. II) which, using
the average labor cost of $5.22 per hour, calculates to $1.93
per document.

By cOlfiparing the "should take" document pr.ocessing cost
of $0.47 for the center discussed above, with the actual proc
essing costs for each of the centers we visited (see app.
II), we estimated about $750,000 could be saved if the less
efficient centers achieved their "should take" rate. If all
Federal payment centers achieved the "should take" rate, mil
lions of dollars in labor costs could be saved.

Case study of potential savings

The payment center that we analyzed indepth functioned
the same as the 21 other payment centers included in our
sample but was one of the smaller centers with an annual
document volume of less than 100,000. The center was orga
nized into sections or units, each of which ~as responsible
for specific types of payments. Because the following three
units paid vendors, we selected them for tile study.

--One-time orders (purchase order transactions).

--Contracts (formal contractual arrangements between
the Government and a contractor).

--Recurring orders (a blanket order against which
periodic reorders are placed).

For each unit. we gathered input and output data for a
13-week base period and a 3-week survey period. We also
studied how employees spent their time d·uring the survey
period and used that information along with predetermined
time data to develop standards or "should take" times. We
evaluated methods and procedures and computed how productiv
ity could be increased with improved methods.
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Our study showed that each of the three units was per
forming considerably below the standard or "should take"
cate, as shown below.

Present performance as a
Uni t percentage of the standard

One-time 50
Recurring 63
Contracts 75

The potential staff-hour savings that can be achieved by
bringing the organization's performance up to its "should
take" time are shown in the following table.

Unit
~~~al staff-hours required
Presently "Should take" rate

?otentia 1
savings

One-t ime
Recurring
Contracts

Total
Staff-hours

11,328
9,716

2-,272

26,316

5,664
6,120
3,952

15,736

5,664
3,596
1,320

10,580

Ironically, this payment center has requested an increase
in staff to handle an increasing workload. However, our study
shows that if the center ach·ieves the expected performance
level, the present staff could handle the additional volume.

In addition to savings achieved from meeting established
standards, the three units in our sample center could save
further by eliminating a number of redundant or overlapping
tasks. We developed a revised "should take" time based on
improved methods which would eliminate the redundant and over
lapping tasks; the potent cal savings are shown below.

Unit

Annual staff-hours required
Potential

savings

One- time
Recurr ing
Contracting

Total
Staff-hours

11,328
9,716
5,272

26,316

3,680
4,896
3,164

11,740

7,648
4,820
2,108

14,576

The methodology used in this case study demonstrates the
technique oE productivity analysis and is applicable to all
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payment centers. Therefore. based on that and on our
observations at 22 centers. we believe that the majority of
Federal payment centers could potentially achieve similar
savings. (See app. Ill.)

IMPROVED PRODUCTIVITY DOES NOT MEAN
UNTIMELY PAYMENTS

The managers of some small centers felt that if they were
consolidated into centralized centers. the response time to
vendors would increase. Further. most of the small centers
considered effectiveness more important than efficiency in
processing payments. Management, therefore, was more con
cerned with the timeliness·of payment than with the efficiency
or productivity in processing the documentation.

Although most managers voiced their concern that pay
ments be timely, little information was available on which
timeliness could be evaluated. Data on vendor inquiries was
almost nonexistent, and data on lost discounts, which can be
equated to late payments, was not available at many centers.
From the lost discount data that was available, we could find
no support for the claim that the larger the center the less
timely the payment. In fact, the per<:entage of lost discounts
for total payments processed by one "f the largest and most
efficient centers is almost the same as for one of the small
est and least efficient centers. In both cases, the lost dis
counts as a percentage of total payment documents processed
were less than 0.4 percent. The efficient center rate was
0.2 percent while the inefficient center had a rate of 0.4
percent.

Our February 1978 report on the effectiveness of vendor
payments (FGMSD-78-16) also refuted the notion that larger
payment ·centers are less timely in making payments. Although
that stUdy did not cover all the same sites we reviewed, it
did include two of the largest centers which we computed to
be most efficient. For these two centers, more than 84 per
cent of invoices were paid within 30 days after invoice date
as compared to only 30 percent for other. smaller centers in
the sample.
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CHAPTER 3

MANAGERS ARE NOT CONCERNED

ABOUT PRODUCTIVITY AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS

The potential for p,oductivity improvement in the ven
dor bill-paying process 's significant. However, this poten
tial will not be realized unless the causes of low productiv
ity are elimi~ated. Low productivity results from a number
of causes, but the major underlying causes appear to be the
lack of management emphasis on productivity and the lack of
productivity measurement.

In our reView of the payment center process we determined
that productivity measurement was both feasible and beneficial.
The benefits of establishing and using productivity measures
were readily demonstratable by the few centers using measures.
However, most center managers were more concerned with making
sure payment was made rather than with improving the produc
tivity of the payment process.

MANAGERS ARE MORE CONCERNED
WITH EFFECTIVENESS THAN EFFICIENCY

Most managers at centers with low productivity did not
see a need to be concerned about productivity. They felt
that their primary responsibility was to pay bills on time,
and were therefore most concerned with such things as turn
around time, backlog data, and the extent of vendor inquiries
(although very few kept any statistics on the latter.) This
emphasis has been fueled by continued congressional inquiries
generated by vendor complaints about late payment. For ex
ample, one congressman wrote every Government agency within
his district to protest ag~ncy delays in paying vendors.

Management's lack of concern is
due to built in disincentives

We found that managers were not concerned with improving
productivity basically for two overlapping reasons--they had
no incentive to improve productivity and, in fact, faced
strong disincentives. One manager summed up the situation
when we asked him how his supervisor would react if he volun
teered that he could perform his mission with 10 fewer people.
The manager said he would never suggest such a reduction be
cause his boss would say "if 10, why not 15." Also, if his
workload increased in the future, he would never be able to
regain the 10 people.
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In effect, the manager was underscoring a disincentive
cited in other GAO reviews--the present system of budgeting
and allocating resources penalizes the efficient manager and
rewards the inefficient one. We have often found such dis
incentives as:

--Across-the-board budget reductions, whereby all manag
ers are subject to equal percentage reductions. There
fore, managers have a disincentive to improve produc
tivity and an incentive to overstaff.

--Tying managers' grade levels to the number of staff
they supervise.

--Difficulty in disciplining employees who do not perform
satisfactori ly.

A good example of the last disincentive was found at the
Defense Logistics Supply Center. We visited the center early
in the review when it was in the process of convert.ing to a
different and hopefully more efficient system. Therefore,
we computed a processing rate using their old system and
agreed to return in 3 to 5 months to compute a new rate.

Upon our return, we found basically the same rate, al
though the manager claimed the system was much more efficient.
When asked why the processing rate had not improved with the
more efficient system, the manager blamed the employees. The
system reduced the amount of work the employees needed to do
and, to compensate, the employees slowed ~heir pace. The
manager felt he could take no action because of the red tape
involved in disciplining employees. This manager, like many
throughout the Government, was (1) frustrated with the civil
service system and (2) unaware of or unable to use performance
measurement to achieve employee accountability. 11

PRODUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT IS NOT WIDELY USED

Measurement is a basic management function. Iii thout
measurement, managers are unable to assess progress toward
vrganizational goals or to determine what managerial actions
need to be taken.

As Peter Drucker states, ·Without productivity objectives,
a business does not have direction. Without productivity

IIThis issue is discussed indepth in our August 10, 1978,
- report "A Management Concern: How to Deal with the Non

productive Employee," FPCD-78-71.
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meLlsur-emf:>nts, it uoes not hav~ contr-oL" 1/ Studies have
shown that organizations that proper-ly use work measurement
systems can dchiev~ siyni Eicantly higher productivity than
oryanizations without such systems. In our report on real
property mdn"'Jement (LCD-76-320, Aug. 19, 1976) we found that
once productivity mcasur-ement systems based on engineering
standards were ilnplemented, performance efficiency increased
to 80 percent or !nore.

Paymen~_~~er~cJuct.i.'!i.!:Y measurement is
feasible and beneficial but not being done

To measure productivity, output must be clearly defined
and the input required to produce it must be identified. To
compare productivity data between units, the output produced
and the steps required to produce the output must be similar
for the units. Measuring the productivity of payment centers
should be a relatively easy task because the inputs and out
puts of the process are readily identifiable and measureable.
However, we found that very little measurement was being done.

We compared the productivity of payment centers to find
whether measurement systems led to greater productivity.
Since most centers in our sample did not measure productivity,
we developed our own measures. (See app. IV.)

In a statistical analysis of key variables affecting the
productivity rates, the lack of systematic productivity meas
urement proved to be closely related to low productivity. Of
the 22 centers we visited, 17 maintained a low processing rate
(less than 10 documents per staff-hour) and had ve~' little
systematic measurement. In fact, only one center had even
established standards. The other 5 centers, which maintained
high processing ra tes (10 or mOICe documents per staff-hour)
regularly measured performance.

Managers do not believe measures will
he !.e__!:hem manage be t ter

Most managers at the centers with high processing rates
were concerned with pICoductivity and emphasized the need for
systematic measurelnent. For example, a Inanager at the Naval
Payment CenteIC said he could not evaluate his employees' per
fOICmance without using standards. On the otheIC hand, many
of the manageICs of centeICs with low pICocessing ICates did not
understand systematic measuICes OIC how they should be used.

!/Drucker, Peter F., Management, Harper and Row, New York,
1974.
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A manager at the regional office of the Department of
Housing and Urban Development said "the supervisor's presence
insures that the staff will execute ~ll their delegated duties
and responsibilities." He further stated that "a good super
visor carefully watches his people to see that they perform
effective ly and efficiently."

In further downplaying the significance of measurement.
other managers at the less proauctive centers believed that
measurement can actually be a hindrance. For example:

--A section chief said that "performance measurement
data would not help me manage better. and at times
it could be more of a hindrance than a help."

--A manager who developed standards based on past exper
ience said that "the standards did not induce slow
workers to work faster. but did induce fast workers
to work s lowe r."

--Another section chief said that "measurement and
standards could reduce any incentive to do better."

Many managers equated productivity with effectiveness.
For example. at some payment centers. volume of vendor in
quiries was the yardstick used to measure productivity. If
vendors did not complain. management assumed the center was
operating productively. Other centers developed detailed
backlog reports to measure their "productivity."

Although most payment center managers are skeptical of
pro-:Juctivity measures. the value of such measures can be seen
by how two organizations handled increased work backlogs.

Fort Norfolk, one :>f the least productive centers. hired
additional staff without considering other alternatives.

In contrast. the Department of Agriculture's National
Finance Center, when twice faced with increases in backlog.
analyzed productivity data. Its analyses showed that al
though workload had increased. staff had also increased pro
portionately so the productivity of each function within the
process was analyzed. Based on those analyses. the center's
managers made recommendations aimed at increasing productivity
through better methods and training. The availability of
productivity data and the willingness to use the data as a
management tool enabled this center to improve productivity
while maintaining payment timeliness.

However, unlike the National Finance Center managers,
most managers feel that effectiveness indicators along with
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t!leir intimdte knowled(Je of ttle opecation dre their best
tools. The raajor concern is effectiveness, so workload volume
and backlo(j an: closely monitoretl and are used to determine
overti,ne and increased staffing. Uy using backlog data and
turndrolJlld time as the majoc and sometimes only indicators
of a cente~'s performance, management loses sight of the i~

portancE of efficiency to the payment process. We believe
that managers sllould be e4ually concerned with tile effective
ness and efficiency aspects of productivity.

While we recognize that timeliness of payments to vendors
is a valid concern, we do not feel that timely payments must
result in low productivity for the payment center. The two
objectives are compie",entary. not competing. We found in our
review that the centers with higher productivity rates were
as timely as ti,e centers with low productivity rates.

RECOMMENDATION TO DEPARTMENTS
AND AGENCIES----

Based on ouc review, we believe that the correlation
between the presence of measurement and high productivity is
high at ~ederal payment centers. Therefore, individual
departments and agencies should develop measures of produc
tivity for payment centers.
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CHAPTER 4

MANAGERS LACK KNOWLEDGE.OF

OR CONCERN FOR OPERATIONAL HIPROVEMEN'l'S

THAT CAN INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY

Streamlining and automating the payment process, elimi
nating redundancies. and implementing improved proccdllres have
beeh majo_r factors in improving produ-ctivity. However, many
improvements made by one payment center have not been imple
mented CIt others even though within the same agency. Payment
cen ter manager s ar-e either unaware 0 f wha t these opera tiona 1
improvements are, or because of disincentives previously dis
cussed, are reluctant to seek ways to improve productivity.

PROCESSES AND PROCEDURES AFFECTING THE
PRODUCTIVITY OF PAYMENT CENTERS

During our review, we noted both efficient and ineffi
cient processes and procedures. Of course, workload volume
has an overall impact on productivity rates. In addition,
automation and the use of statistical sampling techniques
had a major positive impact on productivity while duplication
of effort. untimely submission of ,eceiving reports, and the
lack of interchange of information adversely affected produc
tivity.

A discussion of the impact of these facto,s follows and
a summary of the impact of these factors is contained in
appendix V.

Automation fosters high productivity

Automation proved to be not only a source of high effi
ciency but also a necessity for the high volume centers. For
example, the Department of Agriculture's National Finance
Center, which demonstrated the highest measurable processIng
rate--17.9 documents per hour--is totally automated, includil1'J
the audit of documents. II All documel1ts are el1tered into
a computer where they are matched and audited. ~e found a
total computer audit only at this payment cel1ter.

llAudit as used here means checking to see that quantities
are correct, that footings and extensions are accurate, and
taking other steps necessary to determine that the amount
paid is correct.
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Those payment centers with manual operations appear to
have a significant document control problem. For ex'ample,
in 1972 the Veterans Administration Data Processing Center
tried to centralize its payment process, but cou'ld notha'nd·le
the volume of 1.5 million documents with its manual system.
The Na'fY's fleet Accounting and Disbursing Cen'ter I'itclantic,
WhlCh processed 3.8 million documents. has virtually rio con
trol over documents as they are ?ro~essed. Officials a't tha't
center admitted that once a batch o,f documents enters' t'he
system, it cannot be fou;"d again until it is full,y processed,.
In contrast, the totally automated National F'ina'nce Cent'er
can track each of its 4.3 million documents from data ent.ry
to output.

Naval officials indicated that they expect thei'reffi
ciency and control of documents to improve once their newcom
puter match system is in operation. With their new syst~~.

data will be transmitted to a regionalized' point where a com
puter will process payments. We could not adequately~~aruate
this new system because it was not comp},etely opera:tfg'naf
during our review.

Automation appears to be a necessity not only for effi
clency improvement but. beyond a certai'n volume, for docu~

ment control. While the point wher.e volume dictates automa~
t ion cannot be specified. we believe' it is betweeh :2 and 3
mlllion documents annually.

Statistical sampling can
improve productivity

Usin(3 statistical sampling in the bill~paying process
can reduce processing (handl ing) time and th,.fs increase
productivity. 1/

Sampl ing el iminates the audit of most low-dollar-va},ue
payments. At present, all payments of $500 or leSS can be
subjected to sampl ing. Once the required paperwork,.h'as been
received. a random sample reflecting the payment universe
is selected for full audit. The remaining payments can be
scheduled for payment without an ~udit of each document.
The selected payments will provide a means of calCUlating
the error rate and amount of overpayments. This analysis
will prove the worth of the procedure by providing cost/
benefit relationships.

l/Guidance on the proper use of stati&tical sampling is con
- tained in title III, ch. 10 of the GAO Manual for Guidance

of federal Agencies.
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Agencies using statistical sampling claim that the
reduced handling costs far exceed the amount of overpayments
which may occur with sampling. For example, one center con~

ducted a feasibility study in 1977 for statistical sampling
of vouchers under $500. They concluded that a minimum of
30 minutes per voucher, or one-half staff-year of audit time,
would be saved by increasing the statistical sampling limit
from $300 to $500.

During the review, we observed a variety of situatrons
concerning statistical sampling.

--Three of the payment centers with the highest proc
essing rates made extensive use of sampling.

--We reviewed two payment centers in the same agen,cybn
two occasions and fOl;nd that one sampled andttle ,0th,Elr
did not. Productivity was nearly twice as high for
those centers that sampled.

--Some cen ters used samp ling in name on ly. They con tiri~
ued to per form an audi t or a limi ted aud i t on tl1e uni
verse, thereby reducing the savings that could h.;ive
been realized if the sampling had been prop.erly applied.

--Fifteen of the centers we visited did not use sampling
even though, on the average, 71 percent of their pay~

ments were under $500. -

Duplication of audit effort
lowers productivity

Among process or procedura 1 factors we found that n'ega
tively affect productivity was wasteful duplication of effotl
at some of the sites visited. Naturally, when'dfot.~, is ... "
duplicated for no apparent reason, staff-time is wasted and
productivity suffers. <

The Navy Accounting and Disbursing Cente,r, Atlantic:;,
Fleet, which serves a number of large customers and pto.ce~ses

a high volume, is a good example. Some tec.eiving acti~Ltfes
within its region match and audit documents befot'o; sendIng
them to the center fo~ processing. Once at the center, ~he
documents are again su bjected to a thorough audi t and post
aud i t.

At the Fort Eustis, Virginia, centel:, after all of the
paymen ts were comp Ie te ly aud i ted, they were rea,udi ted by
a senior voucher examiner. This complete reaudit did not
appear to be justified. A similar situation el(isted at the
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N~val weapons station in Yorktown, Virginia. This site's
voucher examiners would audit their own work and then exchange
work with other auditors and perform the audit process over
again-.

Untimely receipt of receiving reports is
an extensive, costly problem

The receiving report is a payment document which indi
cates to the payment center that goods ordered have been re
ceived. With some exceptions, no payment can be authorized
until the receiving report arrives at the center.

OIficials at many payment centers indicated that most of
tlil;'.ir:_._l~~'e: paymen!;.s resulted because receiving reports were
sU:~i-J;t,~dJat"e. 1n an earlier report on the timeliness of
paYing'vendQr bil'ls, 11 we found that late receiving reports
were:a. m~Jor detrim~nt to payment center effectiveness. We
found- tha,t this si.tuation adverse ly affects efficiency as
We-II. Two of these effects are:

--An increase in vendor inquiries. When payments are
late, vendors will inquire about t:,e status of their
invoice. At most centers, these inquiries are handled
by the voucher examiners. The more inquiries examiners
have to handle, the less time they have to process
payments.

--A!'lditional time required to locate the recelvlng re
port. When receiving reports are late, the examiners
must spend time contacting receiving activities, which
takes up the examiner's time and thus impedes effi
Ciency.

A case in point involves the most efficient payment
center in our sample, the National Finance Center. This
center's management is constantly monitoring and evaluating
the ef-ficiency of its operation through systematic measure
ment and studies conducted on specific problem areas. One
area investigated by the center's evaluation staff is the
receiving report proble...

Statistics show that at any time, 10,000 invoices await
receiving reports at the center. Approx:mately 13.25 staff
years are devoted to following up on late receiving reports
agencywide in the Department of Agriculture.

1/"The Federal Government's Bill Payment Performance Is Good
- But Should Be Better," (E'GMSD-78-16, E'eb. 24, 1978).
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The impact of the late reports is felt not only in the
additional staff effort, but in lost discounts as well.
Results of a center study indicate that the National Finance
Center is losing a substantial amount of money t:Ij not taking
advantage of quick payment discounts. Of the average 10,000
invoices awaiting receiving reports, approximately 17.5 per
cent have short discount terms. The study estimates that the
losses probably exceed $100,000 per year.

In looking for a solution to this problem of late re
ceiving reports, National Finance Center managers are con
sidering a procedure which eliminates the need for receiving
reports--the "fast-pay" procedure.

Two military payment centers we visited used fast-pay
procedures to pay invoices. This alternative is available
if, beforehand, vendors guarante~ delivery of all goods and
services ordered. Although civil procurement regulations do
not contain comparable fast-pay provisions, we at GAO can
approve similar procedures and have done so for certain agen
cies.

CIRCUITOUS ROUTING OF RECEIVING REPORTS

The Social Security Administration Payment Center had
a procedural problem which affected the flow of receiving in
formation through the system. Instead of going direct ly from
the receiver to the payment center, the r.eceiving report went
to the center's procurement authority and then to the payment
center. This procedure worsens an already bad situation t:Ij
further delaying the time for the receiving reports to arrive
at the payment center. Also, in our opinion, this creates a
potential weakness in internal control.

The untimely submission of receiving reports i.s a costly
impediment to productivity, to cash management through failure
to take discounts, and to payment timeliness. We recognize
that the problem has no easy sciution, but at a minimum,
greater use must be made of fast-pay procedures and a system
for more accountability at the receiving activity must be
establi shed.

Consolidation of payment
centers promotes productivity

The high volume centers--those processing 200,000 docu
ments or more annually--had an average productivity rate of
11.6 documents per hour. Payment centers with less than
200,000 documents annually processed at half that rate, or
5.7 documents per ~our.
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Hie]h or increasing volume has been found to be a prime
factor in improving productivity or maintaining high produc
tivity. Past analyses of productivity trt=nds of common Gov
ernment functions have shown that increasing workload is al
most always d source of productivity Improvement, while
declining workload normally produced productivity declines.

High volume also makes investment in capital equipment
cost beneficial and produces economies of scale which allow
for significantly greater production without increasing staff.

Payment centers which were decentralized and servicing
only one or a few activities usually had a much smaller volume
than the regionalized or centralized centers. As a result,
most decentralized centers had low productivity while the
centralized or regionali,~d centers had high productivity.
Although likely to improve productivity, a payment center's
increa sed docu,nen t vo lume, is on ly one factor in producing
pcoduct iv i Ly increases.

RECOMMENDATIONS ~O DEPARTMENTS
AND AGENCIES

Departments and agencies should carefully evaluate the
structure, processes, and procedures for their bill-paying
activ i ties. We recommend that departmen ts and agenCies examine
the following potential areas of productivity improvement for
possible Ilfiplementation.

--Eliminate or consolidate payment centers Which, due
to low volume, cannot be made efficient. When agency
total volume is small, agencies should consider obtain
ing payment center services through a larger agency.

--Use statistical sampling techniques in auditing payment
transactions in accord with GAO requirements.

--Use alternatives to receiving reports, such as fast-pay
procedures, where possible. Hold receiving activities
accountable by accumulating accurate data on untimely
su~nission of receiving reports, and the related cost
(i.e., lost discounts and administrative costs), and
take a~propriate action to ensure time ly submission
where indicated.

--Ana lyze the processes and procedures used in examining
payment transactions to identify and eliminate unnec
essary or redundant steps.

--Initiate periodic exchange of information among indi
vidual payment centers within the agency and with
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other agencies to learn more efficient procedures and
techniques.

Recommendation to the Joint Financial
Management Improvement Program

The overall objective of the Joint Financial Management
Improvement Program, which is authorized by the Budget and
Accounting Procedures Act of 1950, is to improve financial
management practices throughout the Government. Progress in
meeting this objective is reported annually in the program's
annual financial management improvement report.

We recommend that the Executive Director, Joint Financial
Management Improvement Program, request that agencies report
the progress made in measuring and improving productivity
within their payment centers as part of the agency annual
financial management improvement report.
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CHAPTER 5

COMMON FUNCTIONS--

A KEY TO PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT

Payment centers represent only one of many common
functions performed by Federal agencies. We believe that the
detailed study of other common Government functions, such as
printing, library services, and maintenance would show pro
ductivity improvement potential similar to that identified
in this report for payment centers. Although productivity
improvement in all aspects of Government activity should be
pursued, special emphasis should be placed on those common
Government functions where effects can be multiplied by
interchanging improved methods, tools, and techniques.

Productivity analyses of common Government functions and
interchanging improvement ideas among managers have previously
been identified as the best vehicles for improving Government
productivity. The Joint Financial Management Improvement Pro
gram and the National Center for Productivity and Quality of
Working Life had some success with this approach. However,
the approach was discontinued when the Productivity Center
was terminated in September 1978.

NEED FOR A FORMAL INTERCHANGE PROGRAM

We found many Instances where a lack of exchanging infor
mation on producti¥ity improvement among payment centers could
have been res~onsible for differences in processing rates. We
also found irsL~nces where centers within the same agency were
not communicatins improvement techniques to each other. For
example, we visit~d two centers within each of two agencies-
the Department 01 Health, Education, and Welfare and the En
vironmental Protection Agency (EPA).

Within both agencies, we found that one center used
statistical sampling and one did not; the processing rate of
the center with sampling was almost double the rate of the
uther center. Within the Environmental Protection Agency, the
center with sampling also had a productivity measurement sys
tem while the other center did not measure its productivity.
It could be expected that any efficiency measures success
fully used by one center would be required of all centers
within the agency, yet this was not the case.

By bringing together managers of common Government func
tions, the above situation could likely be avoided. Such a
meeting would have other benefits. First, it increases the
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likelihood that the productivity improvement ideas will be
transferred to operations managed by others. Second, it
insures that the participants are involved in similar enough
activities to be able to communicate about their productivity
issues and management concerns. Finally, the problem-solving
power of the group may also be used to resolve complex produc
tivity measurement and improvement issues.

Past interchange efforts

The National Center for Productivity and Quality of
Working Life sponsored a series of seminars during 1978 in
two common functional areas--grant and loan administration
and field inspection services. The seminars were designed
to promote the sharing of productivity-related information
and experience among Federal executives managing similar ac
tivities. The participants were carefully selected to bring
together people with similar levels of knowledge and positions
of responsibility regarding the programs they manage.

The seminars were conducted using a problem-solving,
participatory approach, and covered such subjects as produc
tivity measurement and analysis of historical trend data, the
causes of productivity change, the barriers to productivity
improvement, and managing for productivity improvement.

During the seminars, the Center found that the managers
shared many common problems and that most of the improvement
actions discussed can be applied in other organizations at
the conceptual level, if not in the same specific form.

Most of the participants believed they shared common
problems with the group and that the discussions were rele
vant to their problems. In fact, on a seminar evaluation
questionnaire, over 80 percent of the respondents felt the
seminar was worthwhile, and all indicated a desire for more
meetings periodically. Over one-half indicated that they
expected to take direct actions to improve the productivity
of their operations based On the ideas they had gained from
the discussions.

When the Joint Financial Management Improvement Program
was responsible for Federal productivity, it annually spon
sored workshops by common functional categories, such as
printing, facility maintenance, and medical services. These
workshops served as a forum to discuss measurement data, to
exchange ideas for enhancing productivity, and to identify
barriers inhibiting productivity growth.

While both of these efforts had some success, a common
problem which inhibited further success was the managers'
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belief that little incentive exists for them to take any
action to improve prodnctivity. This attitude created a prob
lem not only in getting operating managers to participate in
workshops but, more importantly, to take any action to improve
productivity.

Managers also expressed the belief that their top man
agers did not put much emphasis on improving productivity, as
evidenced by the fact that top management is not held account
able for productivity performance or required to establish
goals for improved performance.

Lack of incentives

It has been shown repeatedly that ppople are motivated
to increase their productivity when they are rewarded for it.
Conversely, they tend to decrease their productivity when
their efforts to improve are punished. Thus, it is apparent
that motivation to increase productivity is closely linked to
rewards, incentives, punishment, and disincentives.

Managers are often unconcerned with the performance of
their operations because performance has not been part of the
system by which they are evaluated and rewarded. We found
this lack of concern to be a Government-wide problem and re
ported on it previously. 1/ Further, the Joint Financial Man
agement Improvement Program and the National Center for Pro
ductivity and Quality of Working Life also found the same
problems in their attempts to bring together managers from
common Government functions.

Managers attending these past sessions reiterated that
they are faced with more disincentives than incentives to
improve productivity. And, since so few rewards exist for
imptoving productivity, on balance, the manager may be better
off by not trying to improve. Innovative managers, who on
their own initiative decide to improve productivity in their
areas of responsibilitr are more likely to be penalized than
rewarded. Specific examples cited by managers during these
past sessions and recent GAO audits include the following.

--Arbitrary across-the-board cuts in personnel severely
penalize the manager who has striven to be efficient;
mean~hile, the cuts do not affect his inefficient coun
terpart. This happens because the efficient manager
has, before the cut, reduced his staff to the minimum

l/"Does the Federal Incentive Awards Progra~ Improve Produc
- tivity?" (FGMSD 79-9, Mar. 15. 1979).
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necessary to do the work and cannot perform his work
with fewer people.

--Managers who strive to be efficient are viewed with
suspicion and sometimes even contempt by their peers
and supervisors.

--Managers. who significantly reduce staff by adopting
more efficient systems and procedures or by installing
capital equipment. risk being reduced in grade.

--Civil service regulations are viewed by managers as a
"straight jacket"; a manager feels the regulations
often prevent him .from hir ing and retaining the most
qualified employees and from firing those who prove
un.qualified.

The conclusion reached at these sessions with the mana
gers of "ommon functions was that manag·ers would not take
action on their own initiative to improve productivity be
cause the barriers were too great for them to take more than
token steps. These barriers. however. may soon be overcome
by an important change in Civil Service legislation.

The Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 made several signif
icant changes to the Federal Civil Service. Many of those
changes address the incentives and disincentives to managers
for improving the productivity of their operations.

Of particular significance are the act's provisions tying
manager's pay to performance. One of the key measures of per
formance is to be the productivity of the managers' organiza
tions. Hopefully. this provision will direct management's
attention to high productivity instead of concern with main
taining large staffs as a means of maintaining grade and pay
levels.

The act establishes a merit pay system for supervisors
and managers in grades GS-13 through GS-15. It requires merit
pay increases to be based on such factors as

--improvements in efficiency. productivity. and quality
of work or service. including reducing paperwork;

--cost efficiency;

--timeliness of performance; and

--the productivity and quality of performance by the
employees for whom the manager or supervisor is
responsible.
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In adc.lition, the act i~lso requires that performance
standards be established to permit perfor:mance to be eJaluated
on the basis of objective criteria that are related to the job
of each employee. Once these performance standards are iden
tified and employed, the incentives for productivity improve
ment should be meaningful. A hopeful consequence of the act
will be more management attention to productivity improve
ment at all levels of the organization.

Role for the Uffice of Personnel Management

With the discontinuation of the Productivity Center and
of the Joint Financial Management Improvement Program's
responsibility for Federal productivity, a formal program
of interchange no longer exists. However, in an October 23,
1978, memo to the heads of departments and agencies, the Pres
ident assigned responsibility to the Office of Personnel Man
agement (UPN) for productivity of the Federal work force. An
Office of Productivity Programs has been established within
OPM to carry out this responsibility. Therefore, the author
ity and organization already exist for OPM to take the lead
in establishing a formal interchange program among managers
of common Government functions.

We discussed the need for a formal vehicle for communi
cation with productivity officials in both the Office of Man
agement and Budget and OPM. They agreed that the need for
such a vehicle exists and that OPM should take the lead. This
could take the form of interagency task forces chaired by OPM.
Such task forces could be established on a function-by
function basis and be staffed by representatives of partici
pating agencies.

OPM recently used this approach successfully in develop
ing and implementing a personnel office productivity measure
ment system covering COinmon personnel functions. The task
forces woulrl cover productivity measurement, analysis of his
torical data, causes of productivity change, barriers to im
provement, effective improvement techniques, and areas needing
further research.

CONCLUSION:;. -
Incentives and disincentives may begin to present less

of a barrier to management action toward improving productiv
ity when the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 becomes fully
implemented. Th-,refore, the time appears right for positive
action to bring managers together in a concerted effort to im
prove productivity in common Government functions. To do so
requires the establishment of a formal working relationship.
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The Office of Personnel Management has the authority under
its assigned responsibility for Federal productivity, to es
tablish a forum for the exchange of information and productiv
ity improvement ideas among managers of common Government
functions.

RECOMMENDATION TO THE OFFICE
OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

The Director of the Office of Personnel Management, in
fulfilling his new responsibility for managing the Federal
productivity program and fostering productivity impr.ovement,
should establish a mechanism for exchanging data between
representatives of COmmon -functions, such as payment centers,
so that productivity improvement ideas can be shared.

The Joint Fina~cial Management Improvement Program is
assigned responsibilities for payment centers and related fi
nancial management functions. OPM should consider drawing
upon that program.

AGENCY COMMENTS

The findings at each agency visited were discussed with
payment center managers. Their comments were incorporated
where appropriate. Overall findings were discussed with the
Office of Management and Budget and the Office of Personnel
Management. OPM agreed that action should be taken to develop
payment center productivity measures and plans to begin such
an effort.
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APPENDIX I

LISTING OF HEADQUARTERS ACTIVITIES AND

PAYMENT CENTERS VISITED

U.S. hrQY finance Center, Indianapolis, Ind.
U.S. Air rorce cinance Center, Denver, Colo.
Deparooent of the Navy, Washington, D.C.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washinyton, D.C.
Defense Loyistics Agency, Ilashington, D.C.
U.S. Coast Guard, Washington, D.C.
Social Security Administration, Baltimore, Md.
Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.
Veterans Administration, Washington, D.C.
General Services Administration, Washington, D.C.

Fleet Accounting and Disbursing Center,
Norfolk, Va. (Navy)

National Finance Center, New Orleans, La.
(Agriculture)

Data Processing Center, Austin, Tex.
(V~terans Administration)

Social Security Administration, Finance
Division, Baltimore, Md.

Defense General Supply Center,
Richmond, Va.

General Services Administration, Region III,
Washington, D.C.

Internal Revenue Service, Regional Office,
Atlanta, Ga.

Environmental Protection Agency, Durham, N.C.
Environmental Protection Agency, Atlanta, Ga.
Department of the Interior, Regional Office,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Naval Weapons Station, Yorktrn, Va.
Finance and Accounting Divis4Jn,

Ft. McPhearson, Ga. (Army)
Finance and Accounting Division,

Ft. Eustis, Va. (Army)
Coast Guard Station, Portsmouth, Va.
Department of Housing and Urban Development,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Department of liealth, Education, and

Welfare, Philadelphia, Pa.
Department of Health, Education, and
W~lfare, Atlanta, Ga.
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FAADCLANT

NFC

VA-DPC

SSA

DGSC

GSA-III

IRS-IV
EPA-NC
EPA-IV

DOI-I II
NWS

F'r. HAC

EUSTIS
CG

HUD-I II

f1EW- II I
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APPENDIX I

Finance and Accounting Office,
Langley Air Force Base, Va.

Langley Research Center, Hampton, Va. (NA~A)

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Ft. Norfolk, Va.
Defense Personnel Support Center,

Philadelphia, Pa.
National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA)

Payment centers visited but not
included in statistical data 1/

Naval Air Station, Pensacola, Fla.
Naval Supply Center, Norfolk, Va.
Soil Conservation Service, Richmond, Va.
Agriculture Research Service, New Orleans, La.
U.S. Forest Service, New Orleans, La.
VA Hospital, Hampton, Va.
VA Hospital, Salem, Va.
Federal Correctional Institution, Petersburg, Va.
Federal Prison Industries, Petersburg, Va.

APpf;rmrx I

LAFB
LARC
CE

OPSc.

NOAA

l/These sites were not included in the statistical analysis.
We visited them to collect information r<!levant to services
rendered them by other payment centers or information
covering specia lized systems or procedures.
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11 CASE EXA,'lPLE OF HOH USING PERFORMANCE

r'lEASURE,lENT AND HE'rHODS HIPHOVEMENT

CAN IMPROVE PRODUCTIVITY

ou~ study of the vendo~ payment activities of a numbe~

of paymen t cen ters show s a larye vat" ia bi Ii ty in processing
rates and a relationship between efficiency and concentration
on performance measurement. In an effort to determine the
magnilude of imp~ovement which could be expected by imple
men tiny a measurement system, we studied one payment center
indepth, anlJ with the help of a consultant developed work
measurement standards for the various paymerlt types within
the cente~. In addition, we studied processing'methods and
designed improvements which we also factored into the measures
to demonstrate the potential for efficiency improvement with
roth measures and methods improvements.

Ou~ study showed tha t fo~ th~ee types of payment trans
actions (one-time payments, recurring payments, and contracts)
IJerformdnce efficiency ranged from 50 to 75 percent. That is,
b~sed on standards and methods in place, performance was con
siderably below what it should be. Afte~ factoring in pos-
si ble me thods Li1i)l~OVements, performance efficiency became only
sO to 60 p~rcent of \vhat it could be if the methods improve
llents were adopted.

The payment cente~ we studied perfo~ms basically the same
functions as the 21 others included in our sample. In terms
of size, it would be considered one of the smaller centers.

The center was organized into sections or units, each of
which was ~esponsible for specific payment types. The spe
cific units included in our study were

--one-time order,

--contracts,

--recurriny order,

--employee travel, 1/

--travel advance (cashier), J/

l/Dato fo~ these sections is not discussed here. It will be
- included in a separate discussion of employee travel.
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--transportation, !/ and

--scheduling. !/

APPENDIX III

~ach of the three units for which data is presented here
perfor~ed at a level considerably below a standard or ex
pected r~ate as shown in the table below.

.Unit

Summary - Performance Compared to Standards

Percent performance using
present methods improved methods

One-time
Recurring
Contracts
OVera 11 vendor

payment

50
63
75

611

32
50
60

45

The table shows that overall vendor payment efficiency
is on~ly 60 percent of what it ShO'lld be, and only 45 percent
of the efficiency level that can be achieved with methods
improvemen t.

The results of the study are summarized in the following
page.s. The discussion covers the procedure used in conduct
i·ng the survey, findings and conclusions, and recommendations.

A discussion of the survey data from the one-time order
unit follows the discussion of the overall survey data.

1. CONDUCT OF T~E SURVEY

The following steps were taken for each unit:

--Discussions were held with supervisors and key em
ployees.

--Work flow charts were made.

--Output and staff-hour data for a 13-~eek base periOd
(week ending June 9 through week ending Sept. 1, 1978)
were summarized from weekly reports.

--A time survey was conducted whereby each employee re
ported ti.me spent and work completed for 10 to 14 days.

---------~--

~/Data is incomplete and not included in the study
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--Output and staff-hour data for a 3-week period during
the survey (week ending Nov. 24 through Dec. 8, 1978)
were summarized from weekly reports.

--The time survey data was summarized by task, and aver
age unit time was developed for each task.

--An engineered standard based on predetermined time data
was developed for a principal task in each unit.

--Performance for the base period and survey period was
calculated based on "survey" time, "standard" time, and
II s hould take" time.

--Work methods were analyzed, and recommended improve
ments were developed.

--The potential savings were estimated with improved
methods and performance.

--The survey results were documented.

2. SURVEY FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

The survey findings and conclusions are based on survey
technigues which are designed to provide management with
a goed indication of the current situation and the poten
tial for improvement. The techniques are SUbject to sOme
margin of error resulting from projections of small sam
ples, inaccurate reporting of time and counts, and mis
understandings of information and requirements. In par
ticular, projecting the perfot°mance of one task in each
unit to the performance cf all tasks may not be totally
valid.

However, the results obtained are typical of results
found in other unmeasured clerical operations, and al
lowances were added to make up for any operations that
may haoJe been over looked. Accord ing ly, we be lieve tha t
the ~urvey results in total are valid as indicators of
the current situation and the potential for improve
ment.

The chart on the next page summarizes findings from the
the survey.
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(1) Performance

APPENDIX I II

As shown in the table, the performance indicators in
relation to ·should take" time were 50, 63, and 75
percent, respectively. That is, the work that the
three units completed in 6,579 effective hours could
have been accomplished in 3,934 hours at the ·should
take" rate of performance. That equates to a 40
percent reduction which could be applied against the
number of positions.

The "should take" performanca could be achieved by:

--Installing a comprehensive work measurement system
that provides performance indicators on an indi
vidual unit basis.

--Standardizing the operations in each task so that
the best method is used.

--Telling employees what is expected of them and how
they are doing and by providing special training
for employees who do not perform as expected.

--Organizing work areas so that they are less clut
tered and limit the motions required.

--Reducing the time lost from extended lunch per
iods.

(2) Methods improvement

It is estimated that methods improvements could have
saved an additional 999 hours during the base per
iod, Or 15 percent of the time used.

Specific methods improvements are discussed for the
one-time unit in the survey analysis. There were,
however, several general recommendations that should
be considered for all units studied. These are dis
cussed below:

Use of coding document

Present procedures call for a handwritten coding
sheet to be prepared with one line of coding for
each entry into the computer. According to the
information in the January 20, 1978, Staff In
crease Report, 866,000 accounting entries were
made in fiscal 1977. Presumably, each entry
represents a line on the coding sheet and an
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entry into the termina 1. At 1 to 1-1/2 minutes
per ~ine, the manual coding ~equired 14,400 to
21',6.00 hours per year for coding. At about
1,500· effectiVe hours per year for direct work,
thh; iii equal to 9 to 14 positions.

It appears that, with some procedural changes,
i.iiformation could be entered in the terminal
di~ec,tly frO,o·.the source documents in about the
same amount of' time that is presently required
to enter it from the coding sheets. Doing so
would als&eiiminate transcription errors in
fillin,,! ·out the code sheet.

This potential improvement is worth serious con
sideration.

Check trig for errors

The operation allows for an excessive amount of
check ing' fo.r errors. For example, all disobli
gation entries are checked against the active
document status file, a process which takes more
than 1 minu·te per line. In most cases, incor
rect coding would be caught by the computer.

The empl'iasis· is on catching errors rather than
preventing them in the first place. Wherever
possibl~,. the computer should be used to catch
errors through' logic check.s and other means; it
is more dependable than manual checks.

Also, data on errors made should be kept for
each employee so that tho'se employees can be
given special training and attention.

Data should be entered on a terminal that can
enter and verify data by unit. This should take
less than the 1 to 2 minutes per line that it
presently takes to enter, balance, and correct
the en tr ies.

Also, the data should be entered by specialists
who are trained to do the work and have an apti
tude for it. Thus, the work cou Id be done much
more quickly and likely with fewer errors.

Duplic~~~on of data transcription

At the present time, there is excessive duplica
tion of transcribing data on work sheets, code
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sheets, purchase orders, receiving reports, and
the like. The extent of this duplication is
shown by example at the end of our discussion
of the one-time order section.

3. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT

We can make three general recommendations to the payment
center to improve productivity and reduce costs. These
recommendations are based on the study findings, and they
incorporate the individual methods for improvement dis
cussed in the previous section and in the unit reports.
The recommendations describe the approach that should be
taken to achieve the improvements.

(1) Implement a comprehensive work measurement system

--The work measurement system should be based on
"should take" time standards that represent rea
sonable expected performance for a qualified per
son and should be established for the outputs of
all principal tasks.

The system should provide:

--Measures of performance against standard rates for
each unit on a monthly basis.

--Good indicators of individual performance and pro
vide employees with information on expected per
formance.

--Unit supervisors with information needed to plan,
schedule, and dispatch work. (Workloads and back
logs in work-hours.)

---Quality control with information on individual's
error rates.

The system needs to be understood by managers and
supervisors, and they must have confidence in the
data. Also, the employees should understand the
system and how it works.

To establish such a system, industrial engineering
assistance must be sought to create the standards
and management reports. Also, managers and super
visors must actively participate in establishing the
standards and preparing the reports. In addition,
the employee union will have to be advised of the
system and how the information will be used.
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( 2) Analyze the ov,erall system for major improvement
,posnbil i ties

We identified major improvements which can be made
to the system that should be analyzed.

Use of coding document - Because using the coding
document requires such a large amount of work
(estimated at 21,000 ho~rs per year), alternative
methods for entering data should be investigated.

Data input - The present method of data input is
very slow and error'prone. Other methods of en
try, such as input and verification on a unit
basis and using full-time operators, should be
investigated. These ope,rations should be re
viewed for change.

(3) Analyze ,.the detailed method and procedures

The detailed methods and procedures employees use
day-to-day must b~ improved. Unnecessary steps and
operations must be eliminated so the work can be
performed as easily as possible. Also, when the
best method is determined, all employees shou"d be
trained to do the work in the same manner.

Methods improvements include such things as using
a stamp in place of repetiti~us writing and orga
nizing the workplace so that pencils, pens, adding
machines, papers, and the like are so positioned to
minimize reach or effort.

The best way to improve daily procedures is to
train the supervisors in the principles of methods
improvement and work simplification. The training
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would include such things as making a flow chart
and analyzing the chart for improvement. Also, the
training should include planning and organizing the
work for better performance.

This training should be in conjunction with the work
measurement training and should allow supervisors
to apply the techniques to their own areas as part
of the classroom work.

4. SURVEY DATA - ONE-TIME ORDER UNIT

This section of the report describes the survey results
from one of the units covered by the report. The follow
ing information is provided:

--A summary of the time distribution from the time
survey.

--The average time for each task covered.

--The uni t times for the primary outputs of each uni t
based on survey data, standard time, and "should take"
time.

--The performance during the base period related to the
three unit times.

--The performance during the survey period related to
three unit times.

--Conclusions about performance.

--Comments on methods improvement.

This data was presented to inform the chiefs and supervisors
about areas of the work which can be improved.

(1) ONE-TIME ORDERS

Following are the results of the time survey and methods
analysis in the One-Time Orders Unit.

1. Survey da ta

The time distribution and task dat<l from the survey are
shown in exhibit 3. This data was used in developing
the unit time and performance data described in the
following paragraphs.
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Exhi bi t 3

Time distribution-- -
Category

Tasks
Incomplete tasks
Regular miscellaneous
Nonregular miscellaneous
Breaks
Extra lunch

Total

2. Un i t time

i"linutes

14 ,075
1,205
2,870
1,350
1,185

750----
21,435

I;!'PENUIK II I

Percentage

66
5

13
6
6
3

The unit times developed from the survey data are
described in exhibit 4 below and explained in the
following paragraphs.

Exhibit 4

Minutes
Standard "Should take"

Per invoice obligation
Per invoice paid
Request authorizdtion
Line entered
Per day

Miscellaneous tasks
(of direct)

Breaks and extra lunch

7.30
18.48
5.18
1071

74.80

19%

10%

4.76
12.01
3.37
loll

48.62

19%

7%

6.35
16.U1
4.51
1.49

65.00

19%

The "survey datal! unit times are based on the combina
tion of related tasks and estimated' frequencies.

The "standard" unit times are 65 percent of the survey
data. This factor was developed by applying standard
time data to the "pay invoice" task. The standard data
showed a performance factor of 54 percent which was
applied to all tasks. Also, break time was redUced to
7 percent (30/45U).

The "should take" unit times are based on a performance
of 75 percent of the standard, which is reasonable to
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expect for the tYEe of work. Accordingly, survey data
was factored by 87 percent (65/.75 ~ .871.

Average tiNe for task

Code

A

B

C

D

E

F

J

L

Task Volume

Obligate pur-
chase orde·r 573

Pay invoices 370

Distribute
documents to
open file 1,069

File documents
in closed file 301

Request author-
ization 164

Handle phone
calls from
vendors 119

Operate
terminal 1,546

Check batch
on active docu
ment status
list and pre-
pare for input 270

Unit
Minutes time

2,690 4.69

4,145 11.20

2,795 2.61

620 2.06

850 5.18

890 7.48

1,785 1.15

300 1.11

Item
counted

Purchase
order

Invoice

Document

Invoice

Authori
zations

Call

Line

Line

3. PERFORMANCE

Performance related to the unit times was calculated for
the 3-month base period and for a 3-week period during
the time of the survey. The results are as follows:
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--Base period - survey data

2,319 obligations @ 7.30/60
2,285 invoices paid @ 18.48/60

959 authorization requests
@ 5.18/60

4,511 lines entered @ 1.71/60
64 days @ 74.8/60

Miscellaneous @ 19 percent

Breaks and extra lunch
@ 10 percent

TOTAL

APPENDIX III

Hours

= 282
= 704

= 83
= 129
= 80

Total 1.278

= 243

Total 1.521

= 152

1.673

Hours of work accomplished =
Effective hours of work

1,673 a 59 percent per-
2.83'2 formanee

--Base period - standard

Hours of w0rk accomplished = 1,058 = 37 percent per-
Effective hours of work 2,832 forma nee

--Base period - "should take"

Hours of work accomplished = 1,416 = 50 percent per-
Effective hours of work 2.832 formanee

--Survey period - survey data

280 obligations @ 7.30/60
501 invoices @ 18.48/60
197 authorization requests @ 5.18/60
777 lines entered @ 171/60

14 days @ 7~.8/60

=
=
=
=
=

Hours

34
154

17
22
17

Total 244

Miscellaneous @ 19 percent 46

Total 290

Breaks and extra lunch @
10 percent 29

TOTAL 319
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Hours of work accomplished
Effective hours of work

AFPENDIX I II

= 319 = 66 percent performance
483

--Survey period - standard

Hours of work accomplished =
Effective hours of work

202
483

= 42 percell_ performance

--SurveLperiod - "should take"

Hours of work accomplished =
Effective hours of work

270
483

= 56 percent performance

Several conclusions about -performance can be drawn from the
above data:

--During the actual survey, employees accomplished the
work in 59 percent of the time required during the base
period (or accomplished 41 percent more work in the
same amount of time).

--nuring the survey period (3 weeks), employees accom
plished the work in 89 percent ~f the time required
during the base period.

--If employees had worked at the survey rate during the
base period, 1,159 fewer hours (18 per day) would have
been required to do the same amount of work.

--At ·should take" time, base period work would have
been accomplished in 1,416 fewer hours (22 per day).

--At "standard" time, the base period work would have
required 1,774 fewer hours (28 per day).

4. METHODS I~PROVEMENT

Several methods improvements could be made in this unit
to substantially reduce the amount of work required for
processing one purchase order transaction.

Exhibit 5 shows the entries presently required to obli
gate and pay one invoice. About 388 digits or charac
ters are entered. It also shows a proposed method wherein
the vendor card, worksheet and code sheet are eliminated
along with several other postings. Also, the invoice
copies are not returned to the vendor. This method re
quires entering about 190 digits or characters. Exhibit
6 shows a flow chart of the present and proposed methods.
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Exhibit ~
:J>

'"'"ENTRIES TO OBl.IGATE ANa PAY ONE INVOICE (ONE-TIME) M
Z

; t:1
• H,

XI

~ .~. H
,;,'

I ~"
H, .. H

I Total .~~

Hem Digits digits Numbers b'I -1'.,, _.._-_._--- -- -- -- _. --
!
I Purchase order number:, Present 9 90 10 2 2 2
~ Planned 9 27 3 2
i
.{> vendor name:,

Present 20 60 3 I I1 Planned 20 40 2 I I

I< Vendor address:,
present 36 36 I,

Ii .... Planned 36 36 I

! "" Amount:
f Present 6 78 13 2 2 2 6
} Planned 6 30 5 2 2
~

\ Invoice number:
pre~ent 6 6 I! Phnned 6 •!

i ~ccount codes:
Present 16 48 3

i Planned 16 16 I
(

,~ Batch number:, . Present 7 28 4 I 2 I
I Plan.ned 7 14 • I I

~
:J>

Schedule number: '"i '"Present 7 <2 6 2 ., M
Planned 7 II 3 I • Z

C
Total present 388 U H

~ = X

T:)tal planned 190 18 H
~ = H

H
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Exhibit 6

ENTERON
TERMINAL AND
BALANCE
ALPHA INVOICE
& TOTAL

BATCH TO
SCH~DULING

FILE IN
CLOSED FILE

Pk"POSED

FILE<IN
OPEN FILE

REVIEW-UNDERLINE
DATAcBATCHc
STAMP BATCH
NUMBER
TOTAL BATCH
AND MAKE
BATCH TICKET
ENTERON
TERMINAL AND
BALANCE

MAKE FOLDER

LOCATE
FOLDER

FilE

LOCATE FOLDER
ANDCHECK«

<-':'--..,. FOR RECEIVING
JO RE~ORT

REVIEW<INVOICE
AND UNDERLINE
POST SPECIAL
CODES-STAMP
~AT~H
TOTAL BATCH AND
MAKE BATCH
TICKET
INVOICE BATCH
TO TERMINAL

/'C...---4
SEND. FOR
AUTHORIZATION

INVOICE
FROM MAIL

RECEIVING
REPORT OR
AUTHORiZED
INVOICE
FROM MAIL

ONE TIME ORDERS

PURCHASE ORDER
FROM
MAIL

ENTER ON
TERMINAL AND
BALANCE
FILE

r--~\

SEND FOR
AUTHORIZATION

PRESENT

REVIEW AND POST
TO VENDOR CARD

MAKE FOLDER

MAKE AND POST
TO WORKSHEET
POST TO
CODE SHEET
TOTAL BATCH
ENTER ON
TERMINAL AND
BALANCE

FILE IN
ACTIVE FILE

REVIEW INVOICE
AND UNDERLINE

POST TO
CODE SHEET

POST TO
WORK SHEET
TOTAL CODE
SHEET & INVOICES
CHECK BATCH
ON ADSR

LOCATE FOLDER
AND CHECK FOR
RECEIVING REPORT ...._.,

LOCATE
FOLDER
FILE

ALPHA
INVOICES &
TOTAL TWICE
FOLD INVOICE
COPIES & ALPHA

BATCH TO
SCHEDULING
FILE IN
CLOSED FILE
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More d.etailed analyses will be made, but apparently all
of the in·formation is available from other sources and
direct entry could be made from the invoices with fewer
ertors using proper equipment and trained operators.

The:.proposed method would reduce the work required by an
'estimated, 35 ,percent. This combined with ·should take"
p:e;rf~,[rn.arice would have reduced the time required dur ing
th'ebase period. by 1,911 hours (30 per day). Thirty-two
:percent of the hours used would have been required.

AG'ENCY· COMMENTS

There'sults of vur indepth study were presented to the
management of the payment center. These offi::ials were very
r,eceptfve to the study results. The survey report containing
til'!' ~me't.hodology and findings was presented to the. agency and
followed up 6 weeks later with a detailed discussion of the
report.

Agency officials concurred with the need for measurement
andmHh,Odl!,iD!provement and in fact had started taking action
both to., 4ev~lop measures and eliminate some of the inefficient
method.s· tha;t ·we're· pointed out in the survey report dur ing the
6-week period.

Alcthough agency officials did not concur with all of the
methods chllngesproposed, they made a number of significant
chang,s and were studying alternative improvements for a num
ber of, the others. For example, worksheets are no longer used
on one-time orders and the time-consuming task of checking
batches in the active document status file was eliminated.

Agency officials recognized the need for work measure
ment. They have taken steps to develop input and output data
to construct some basic historical measures, and they plan to
study the possibility of developing standards. They have some
reservations about developing standards because of possible
union implications, but they plan to explore how best to work
within the union agreement and still use appropriate standard
data for evaluating ~mployees.
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APPENDIX IV

METHODOLOGY USED IN MEASURING

PRODUCTIVITY OF PAYMENT CENTERS

APPENDIX IV

To measure output, we counted all payment docl·- ..nt-s
processed rather than only vouchers (payments) proc~ssed be
cause some payment types are rather complex and require more
time to process. Theoretically, two centers could process
the same number of payments, but because one has a workload
of rather complex payments while the other processes routine
ones, their rates of production might vary widely. The cen'·
ter processing the routine payment would appear to be much
more efficient than the other, while in fact, the actual
efficiency rates may be just the opposite.

To neutralize the various levels of difficulty and make
efficiency rates comparable, a weighting factor was applied.
The factor (payment documents) is based on the fact that the
more documentation required to validate a payment, the longer
it takes to process.

To illustrate, a voucher examiner will need more time to
process a payment against a contract than to pay a utility
bill. The contract must be checked against the invoice to
ensure compl iance by the vendor. The receiving repor.t Or
recei~t of service must be compared with the invoice to make
sure that what was billed has been delivered. Three payment
documents were required and used in auditing this contract
payment. On the other hand, utility bills usualiy arrive at
the payment center directly from the vendor, and those bills
are then sent out to user activities for their concurrence
(certification). The bill is returned with the cer-t-Hfcat-ion
and the center receives it and schedules payment. This proc
ess would count as two payment documents which, when compared
with the contract payment process, reflects less payment cen
ter effort as well as an easier overall audit process-,

While the number and type of payment varies from site
to site, the payment document required to make most types of
payments is relatively uniform. Based on a study of the pay
ment documents required at a number of sites, a standard docu
ment count was developed for use in weighting output.

For each paymp.nt the Government makes, an authorization,
a charge, and a receipt are required. For example, a pUrchase
order is an authorization to make a purchase, a vendor invoice
is a charge for goods or services, and a receiving report veri
fies receipt of goods or services. At each center, the payment
types were studied tv see how each of these three requirements
were met. This approach enabled us to see how payment docu
ments flow through the system for each payment type.
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APPENDIX IV APPENDIX IV

Input is defined,as the staff-hours required to process
payment documents. Two problems were apparent in measuring
staff-hqurs within the payment process:

--Indirect supervision had to be factored out to the ex
,ten't, that, It r'ep,iesents time not considered to be part
ot' cfi'r,e'c't' operations. SOllie supervisors are part of the
prOductive' work fOrce while others are strictly full
tilll~' miu\a-gi!llient.we refer to these as "nonworking"
SL!~rvisots.

--D.irect time o·t employees in the process had to be al
located if their duti~s covered more than commercial
voucher process-in,g. Some payment center examiner s
proce's~ both commercial bills and travel vou.chers.
SOl1le' examiners petfor.. "other duties," such as backup
illlprest fund cashiers, or accounting, etc.

Once the individuals were isolated and the percentage
of their time dedicated to commercial voucher processing was
established, the annual staff-hours could be calculated. In
most cases, the percentage was applied against a l.75~-hour

productive staff-year. Direct hours were used when provided
by the payment center.
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APPENDIX V

MAJOR FACTORS AFFECTING

PROCESSING RATES

APPENDIX V

To evaluate the differences in proc~ssing r,tes""rnong
the 22 payment centers we visited, we identifl:~",~,i..k,ey,{.~".
tors that affect productivity at each center. AS"shown' in the
following table, productivity is higher 'where ope,ra~idns'llre
centralized and automated and where manage~ent.~~pha~~%esand
measures productivity. Higher productivitY Is obse!:'v:ed at
those organizations which process high v,oIiJm~ W,6rkload,s"''whlch,
to some extent. are a result of centrali,zed o~rat\o:;)s':'"

We also examined the ,degree to which statis~ical:s,'ampHn9
could be used to reduce voucher examination .PaY.me,n!'s ~~der'
$500 can be examined on a sampling rath~r than~qq~per.cen,t'

basis, and centers with a high' perceilt!lge of po!lym'~iits under
$500 would require lower amounts of work per payment:.
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